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On how to not misuse hierarchical clustering on 
principal components to define clinically 
meaningful patient subgroups. Response to: ‘On 
using machine learning algorithms to define 
clinical meaningful patient subgroups’ by Pinal-
Fernandex and Mammen

We thank Pinal-Fernandez and Mammen for their interesting 
methodological comment on our work in which we used hier-
archical clustering on principal components to define clinically 
meaningful subgroups of patients with anti-Ku antibodies.1 2

We fully agree with the conclusion of the authors: ‘machine 
learning methods may be fundamentally flawed if a cornerstone 
of the analysis depends upon the incorrect use of a complex 
biostatistical technique’.

In this regard, the example of hierarchical clustering on prin-
cipal components they provide in their comment is an illustra-
tion on how this statistical tool can be misused and generate false 
discoveries:
1. First, hierarchical clustering on principal components is a 

descriptive method that is fitted to describe heterogeneous 
datasets. Prior reports from the literature indicate that pa-
tients with anti-Ku did represent a heterogeneous condition. 
On the contrary, in their example, Pinal-Fernandez and 
Mammen (voluntarily) used a multivariate normal distribu-
tion that is perfectly unfitted for hierarchical clustering on 
principal components.

2. Second, the suitability of the dataset for clustering analysis on 
principal components can be further tested statistically, for 
example, using the Bartlett's test of sphericity as performed 
in our study. Bartlett’s test is an objective benchmark which 
is used to minimise the danger of interpreting factor ana-
lytic results which can be attributed entirely to chance.3 In 
accordance with the first point, in our dataset from anti-Ku 
patients, the p value was <0.001, indicating that hierarchical 
clustering on principal components was very likely to be use-
ful. On the contrary, we ran the Bartlett's test of sphericity on 
1000 datasets proposed by Pinal-Fernandez and Mammen 
and found that the p value was >0.05 in 95% of cases (which 
was expected since variables were simulated independently).

3. Third, principal components analysis (PCA) enables to dis-
tinguish structure from noise contained in the data. The 
number of dimensions retained to determine the principal 
components of the dataset is a crucial step of the analysis.4 
In this perspective, we used K-fold cross-validation and re-
tained the number of dimensions leading to the smallest 
mean square error of prediction (MSEP). On the contrary, 
in their example, Pinal-Fernandez and Mammen arbitrarily 
fixed the number of dimensions to two. Yet, in their data-
set, PCA produces four components which equally explain 
~25% of the variance of the data because there is no struc-
ture in the dataset. Thus, the K-fold cross-validation applied 

on their dataset indicated that the number of dimensions 
leading to the smallest MSEP is zero, which means that there 
is no principal component in their dataset, but only noise. 
In such case, hierarchical clustering must not be undertaken.

As illustrated by the more that 5000 original articles refer-
enced on PubMed using this method, hierarchical clustering 
does represent a powerful tool to describe datasets.

As smartly illustrated by Pinal-Fernandez and Mammen, 
several rules must be followed in order to not misuse hierar-
chical clustering on principal components.
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